ABSTRACT

As with so much else in American life, the COVID-19 crisis delivered a gut punch to our justice system. And the worst is yet to come, as federal and state courts alike are soon to fill with cases reflecting the failing finances and fraying relationships of our sheltered-in-place lives. But in truth, our courts were already at a crossroads: chronically underfunded, increasingly politicized, behind the curve technologically, and shockingly out of touch with the justice needs of ordinary Americans. This Essay argues that it is time—with states, for better or worse, reopening—to begin thinking longer term. For the COVID-19 pandemic is quickening a pair of tectonic shifts, both well underway when the first diagnoses were made, with the power to reshape the legal system for good or for ill by fundamentally altering the role lawyers play within it. The first is the erosion of the professional monopoly that lawyers have long enjoyed over the delivery of legal services and the steady empowerment of new legally trained professionals to help satisfy justice needs. The second is the adoption of new technologies, many using artificial intelligence, to supplement or even supplant lawyers’ work. Looking back, the coronavirus’s greatest legacy for the legal system may well be its hastening of the arrival of an age of supersession—the decentering and displacement of lawyers by nonlawyers of both the human and nonhuman sort. The question judges, lawyers, rulemakers, and legislators should be asking is not merely how to safely reopen the courts. We should also ask how the post-pandemic justice system will look different—and how it might even emerge from the current crisis better than before.
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INTRODUCTION

Looking back, the time of coronavirus will be a time of reckonings—about the perils of political polarization, a diminished public sector, and America’s unfinished project of civil rights. But there is a further reckoning that will soon play out, not in our hospitals, but in our courts: our legal system’s declining capacity to provide justice to ordinary Americans. That reckoning will begin in the coming months as shuttered courthouses reopen, the system unpauses, and dockets fill with cases reflecting the failing finances and fraying relationships of our sheltered-in-place lives.

But in truth, even before 2020, America’s justice system was already at a fork in the road. One path, the current one, is not pretty. Our courts are chronically underfunded, increasingly politicized, and behind the curve technologically. They are also shockingly out of touch with the justice needs of ordinary Americans, who get little help in most—perhaps 85 percent or more—of the legal problems they encounter.¹

A second path—a more promising one—was coming into focus even before the pandemic hit. This path is lined with new thinking about which professionals can provide legal services, and it is studded with new technologies that will transform how legal work gets done. Both are powerful, tectonic forces with the capacity to reshape the system and the distribution of burdens and benefits within it. Both will accelerate amidst the pandemic and its fallout. Navigated carefully, this second path can open the doors of justice wide (or at least wider) for all people. Handled poorly, it can make things worse than before.

Standing at that crossroads, it is time to begin thinking longer-term. Even as we grieve the hundreds of thousands of lives lost from COVID-19 and contend with the dislocation the disease continues to cause, the question that judges, lawyers, rulemakers, and legislators should be asking is not merely how to safely reopen the courts. We should also ask how the post-pandemic justice system will look different—and how it might even emerge from the current crisis better than before.

I. THE CORE CHALLENGE

Courts are often useless in emergencies. The judiciary, Alexander Hamilton wrote in Federalist No. 78, is the "least dangerous" branch. 2 Without an army or power to tax, courts have "neither FORCE nor WILL, but merely judgment"—a statesperson’s ability to cajole and persuade, rather than an ability to quickly marshal resources or take aggressive action. 3

Yet if courts can shrink in the crucible of a crisis, they are pivotal in its aftermath. The reason is simple: Though less powerful than the executive or legislature in a grand emergency, courts decide who gets what in the endless stream of more workaday disputes, between landlords and tenants, employers and employees, creditors and debtors, domestic abusers and survivors, that often follow. Particularly in an American system that, more than most nations, taps courts and litigation to implement social policies, 4 courts are the cleanup crew, their most critical work coming after a crisis recedes and attention turns elsewhere. And thrust into that role, courts can be a great leveler—one of the few places in society where the "have nots" can hold the "haves" to account—or, just as easily, well-oiled machines of inequity. 5

Put these ideas together and you get the essence of the current challenge: The greatest coronavirus-related challenges for our courts lie ahead of us, not behind us. And how we meet those challenges will not just help determine the inclusiveness of the recovery and the return to prosperity we all hope can follow. We will also be charting the future of the legal system in ways that will test our basic commitments to equal justice and the rule of law.

None of this will happen fast. Change will play out over years, not weeks or months. And it will come as the imperatives of the current crisis, and the reformist

5. A classic account is Marc Galanter, Why the "Haves" Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 95 (1974) (showing how repeat-play dynamics allow "haves" to systematically win out over "have nots").
propulsion of sickness and death, fade from view. Yet even once the worst is behind us, the urgent challenge will remain: What good, if anything, can we make out of the coronavirus catastrophe?

II. COVID-19 TRIAGE

To call for longer-term thinking is not to slight the immense challenges the nation’s judges faced down as the COVID-19 crisis deepened. With normal court operations suspended, judges asked: Which cases must be dealt with immediately, and how?6

For many cases, the wheels of justice skidded to a halt: Nonessential cases were stayed, trials were postponed, and the filing deadlines that dot litigation were suspended. But in cases raising immediate safety concerns, judges, like their healthcare counterparts, conducted triage operations to keep the wheels turning. They entered restraining orders protecting domestic violence survivors, made critical child protection determinations, and held bail hearings to avoid unnecessary detentions in infected jails.

In many courts, that meant safety measures much like those at your grocery store: plexiglass shields, socially distanced queuing, and Purell galore. In a creative few, it meant holding court in open air on courthouse steps7 or in repurposed school gyms.8 Perhaps most important of all, triage meant digitization. Many courts, long resistant to it, mandated or expanded e-filing to eliminate the need for infection-risking, in-person filings. Others embraced remote proceedings and trials, whether by telephone or video connection. In Michigan, 900 judges,

---


magistrates, and referees had by July presided over a remarkable 500,000 hours of Zoom hearings since the lockdown began.9

As with other accounts from the pandemic’s front lines, these triage stories paint an inspiring portrait of ingenuity and grit. Triage’s technological turn has even yielded rare moments of levity: a juror who walked away from a trial on Zoom to answer a cellphone call;10 a toilet flush during the U.S. Supreme Court’s resort, for the first time in its history, to telephonic arguments (likely Justice Breyer, journalistic sleuthing established).11

But if there is a consistent theme from the reports of judges, lawyers, and access to justice advocates, it is this: The worst is yet to come. Indeed, a calamity for the court system, and those who depend on it, sits on the horizon.

III. CALAMITY IN OUR COURTS

True calamities typically require a perfect storm, and the one heading toward the courts is no exception. Among many likely contributors, three are most salient.

First, as the nation emerges from its initial encounter with COVID-19, we can expect a surge of lawsuits. The Great Recession from a decade ago helps put some numbers on what to expect. Over the four-year span beginning with the 2007–2008 crash, civil filings in state trial courts leapt by 1.5 million cases, or a whopping 20 percent.12 Half of this spike was contract cases, mostly landlord-tenant


10. Elizabeth Rosner, Texas Juror Walks Off Zoom Trial to Take Phone Call, N.Y. POST (May 19, 2020, 8:51 PM), https://nypost.com/2020/05/19/texas-juror-walks-off-zoom-trial-to-take-phone-call [https://perma.cc/P4BM-VCNL].


and creditor-debtor disputes and home foreclosures. Domestic relations cases, a statistical basket of misery that includes divorces, child support and custody disputes, and restraining orders in domestic abuse cases, added another 228,000. Turning to the federal courts, job discrimination cases claiming unequal treatment on the basis of race, gender, and disability rose more than 10 percent. Consumer credit cases more than doubled, from 3222 to 8453. And personal bankruptcy filings shot from 775,000 to more than 1.5 million.

That’s already millions of new cases. But the docket spikes will be sharper this time round because COVID-19’s ravages have been, by nearly any measure, more ferocious. With unemployment higher and consumer debt $2 trillion deeper on the eve of the pandemic than in 2007, some are predicting a “debt collection pandemic,” others an “eviction apocalypse.” Add this to the end of the support programs put into place to blunt COVID-19’s impacts—the “stimulus cliff,” as

---


15. Id.


some call it—and you have the makings of a surge that could easily swamp anything seen in the past.20

Compounding that, the case surge will hit as the bill comes due on the large mass of stayed cases. Emergency orders suspending the Speedy Trial Act (and state-level equivalents) have created a backlog of thousands of criminal cases that, once the Act comes back into force, must be tried within its 70-day clock. A similar mass of backlogged cases awaits on the civil side of the system as judge-ordered stays and continuances expire and moratoria on foreclosures, evictions, and replevin—installed by U.S. Congress in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and in many states—are lifted or expire.21

Worst of all, the crush of old and new cases will come at a time when the courts themselves, and the organizations that help Americans navigate them, are seriously diminished. Courts will have to do more with less because they suffer budget hits with the rest of government, and no constitutional or other provision offers them any special refuge.22 Plummets law firm revenues and the austerity measures that follow will mean fewer lawyers willing or able to represent the worst-off or perform pro bono work.23 And the network of publicly funded legal


aid organizations that assist the poor face a sharp funding loss with state tax revenues sure to nosedive.\footnote{See, e.g., Melissa Heelan Stanzione, Domestic Violence, Eviction, Finances Drive Virus Legal Aid Rise, BLOOMBERG L. (July 24, 2020, 1:51 AM), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/domestic-violence-eviction-finances-drive-virus-legal-aid-rise [https://perma.cc/SML2-DQVQ] (noting the combination of increased demands for services and declining funding among legal aid groups). Many legal aid organizations are funded by the interest earned on lawyer trust accounts—known to practicing lawyers as IOLTA accounts, meaning contractions in the for-profit law world rip through the nonprofit legal aid world as well.}

But there is a further calamity hiding in case statistics. Consider this fact: State court civil filings shot up during the Great Recession, peaking in 2009 and 2010, but then steadily declined thereafter, falling steadily over the next seven years to levels last seen around 2001, well before the Great Recession.\footnote{BRIAN J. OSTROM ET AL., NAT’L CTR. FOR STATE CTS., EXAMINING THE WORK OF STATE COURTS, 2003, at 18 (2004); NAT’L CTR. FOR STATE CTS., STATE COURT CASELOAD DIGEST: 2017 DATA 3 (2019), http://www.courtstatistics.org/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/24014/csp-2017-data-spreads-for-viewing.pdf [https://perma.cc/M84W-TWBQ].} While the precise causes are unclear,\footnote{See RICHARD SCHAUFFLER, NAT’L CTR. FOR STATE CTS., THE RISE AND FALL OF STATE COURT CASELOADS (2017) (discussing possible causes). Other possibilities not discussed include yet another round of tort reforms. See Stephen Daniels & Joanne Martin, Where Have All the Cases Gone? The Strange Success of Tort Reform Revisited, 65 EMORY L.J. 1445, 1459 (2016). Additionally, there has been a shift to arbitration following U.S. Supreme Court decisions holding arbitration agreements fully enforceable. Judith Resnik, Diffusing Disputes: The Public in the Private of Arbitration, the Private in Courts, and the Erasure of Rights, 124 YALE L.J. 2804, 2932–33 (2015). Finally, stagnating wages and deepening poverty have surely impacted the ability of those suffering legal harms to pay lawyers to represent them. See Chad Stone, Danilo Trisi, Arloc Sherman & Jennifer Beltrán, A Guide to Statistics on Historical Trends in Income Inequality, CTR. ON BUDGET & POL’Y PRIORITIES (Jan. 13, 2020), https://www.cbpp.org/research/poverty-and-inequality/a-guide-to-statistics-on-historical-trends-in-income-inequality [https://perma.cc/R8GR-GU6Y].} the bigger calamity may not be backlogged cases in overwhelmed courts, but a massive body of unmet justice problems that never make it into court at all. The challenge, and the opportunity, is how to dig out from the COVID-19 crisis in a way that does not just steer our courts through docket surges. We should also endeavor to make progress on this less visible part of the story—the iceberg of justice problems that sit invisibly below its more visible, docketed tip.
IV. "OPEN COURTS" AND RULE REFORM

What to do? As dockets swell, a good start would be to make permanent the best of the recent triage measures. And the lowest-hanging fruit may well be remote proceedings via telephone and videoconferencing. Indeed, even as courthouses are reopening, federal and state rulemakers are racing to move more of the system online.27

Virtual hearings save money for courts and litigants alike, especially in the smaller-scale proceedings—arraignments, motions practice, and status conferences—that make up the unending process of judicial management of litigation. Fewer litigant comings and goings mean less court staff and security, saving millions.28 And because attorneys bill for travel time to courthouses and depositions, remote proceedings can increase access to justice by lowering the cost of legal services.

Remote proceedings also sit at the center of other innovative reforms that our normally hidebound courts are piloting to meet the coming case surge.29 Among these are “diversion” programs for evictions and other high-volume cases that couple remote proceedings with new prehearing dispute resolution options and connect litigants to payment-assistance programs.30

27. See [source].


29. Cf. [source].

But there are limits. The “open court” provisions that dot constitutions and court rules ensure rigorous testing of evidence, curtail perjury, and lend conscience to proceedings by keeping “triers keenly alive,” as the Supreme Court has put it, “to a sense of their responsibility and to the importance of their functions.” Virtual proceedings may not deliver these benefits because they cloud communication, reduce checks on attorney-witness interaction, and impair crucial judgments about witness credibility. Pilots in the 2000s spurred debate on these issues, and the coming months and years will revisit them with new vigor.

Such concerns mean that some proceedings can be migrated to digital but others cannot. For instance, the Sixth Amendment’s requirement of a “public trial” and the right to confront witnesses puts key parts of criminal adjudication, including suppression hearings and trial itself, off limits to digitization.

Civil proceedings face fewer barriers, but there is still work to do. Rule wrinkles abound and will require amendments. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 43’s requirement that testimony be taken in “open court” already permits “transmission from a different location” with “good cause,” but many state rules do not. Litigators can spot weedier issues. Do rules requiring that depositions be taken “before” a court officer permit virtual oathgiving and recording? Rule

33. See Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 338 (1970) (“One of the most basic of the rights guaranteed by the Confrontation Clause is the accused’s right to be present in the courtroom at every stage of his trial.”). The U.S. Supreme Court has been notably stingy with confrontation exceptions—for example, its begrudging allowance of remote testimony by child victims in sexual abuse cases. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990); see also People v. Jemison, No. 157812, 2020 WL 3421925 (Mich. June 22, 2020) (limiting Craig to its facts and holding video testimony of forensic expert at trial violated Confrontation Clause). Suppression hearings are problematic because they often substitute for trial; once incriminating evidence comes in, defendants have no choice but to cop a plea. See Waller, 467 U.S. at 47. For a useful overview of “open courts” doctrine, see Michael Pressman & Michael Shammas, Memorandum: The Permissibility & Constitutionality of Jury Trial by Videoconference, CIV. JURY PROJECT (May 4, 2020), https://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/memorandum-the-permissibility-constitutionality-of-jury-trial-by-videoconference [https://perma.cc/432T-W8ND].
34. FED. R. CIV. P. 43.
revisions must also grapple with the fact that not all litigants have webcams, stable WiFi, quiet workspaces, or reliable phone service. Some studies suggest virtual parties do worse than in-person ones. Making virtual proceedings an option might thus open the courthouse doors wider only to relegate some to the basement. The amendment process to grapple with all of these issues is slow, even glacial.

Lasting change will also require something harder: a shift in legal culture. Rule changes, when they come, will be framed in permissive, not mandatory, terms. This is a problem because lawyers are trained to be handwringers, to see around corners, and to catalog the reasons not to do things. Technology for virtual depositions, and rules authorizing them, have existed for years, but adoption has been slow. Viewed through this lens, COVID-19’s greatest power to effect change may come via a softening of the forces of inertia that have stymied digitization in the past. Hundreds of thousands of judges, lawyers, and court staff will emerge from the pandemic more telework ready than ever before—and they will not unlearn their new digital skillsets.

In sum, remote proceedings are here to stay, but they are also a near-perfect microcosm of the challenges that afflict any court reform effort: the slowness of rule reforms, the stickiness of legal culture, and the difficulty of balancing lower cost and greater access against the value of adversarial testing and the fact that innovation, particularly the technological sort, can exclude as well as include.


39. For an overview covering many different technologies, see James E. Cabral et al., Using Technology to Enhance Access to Justice, 26 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 241 (2012).
These challenges are important, for the COVID-19 crisis is also quickening a pair of bigger changes, and a wider reckoning, with profound consequences for the future of the legal system.

V. THE AGE OF SUPERSESSION—NEW PROFESSIONALS, NEW MACHINES

Among Alexis de Tocqueville’s most enduring observations while touring the early United States is his account of the central role lawyers play in American society. “When one visits Americans and when one studies their laws,” he wrote in Democracy in America, “one sees that the authority they have given to lawyers and the influence that they have allowed them to have in the government form the most powerful barrier today against the lapses of democracy.”\(^4\) Tocqueville thus launched a debate that still rages today: Are America’s lawyers agents of democracy, guardians of individual liberty, or handmaidens of the rich and powerful?\(^1\)

No matter where one comes out on that question, it is clear that two tectonic shifts are coming—and, indeed, were already in motion when the COVID-19 pandemic hit—with the power to reshape the American legal system by fundamentally altering the role that lawyers play within it. The first is the erosion of the professional monopoly that lawyers have long enjoyed over the delivery of legal services and the steady empowerment of new legally trained paraprofessionals to help satisfy justice needs. The second is the steady adoption of new technologies, many using artificial intelligence, to supplement or even supplant lawyers’ work. Looking back, COVID-19’s greatest legal legacy may be its hastening of the arrival of an age of supersession—the gradual decentering and displacement of lawyers by nonlawyers of both the human and nonhuman sort.

Consider first the human version. Over the past decade, access to justice advocates have built a searing critique.\(^2\) Its core is that the system suffers from a gross mismatch of mythology and reality. On one hand, American law is full of paeans to adversarialism—the clash of lawyers in court before a neutral and passive decisionmaker. So strong is this commitment to a lawyer-centered, law-as-tournament ideal that all states impose criminal penalties on anyone who, without a license, engages in what is considered the unauthorized

---

\(^{40}\) Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 251 (Harvey C. Mansfield & Delba Winthrop eds. & trans., Univ. of Chicago Press 1992) (1835).


And yet, in three-quarters of the millions of civil cases filed in state courts each year, one side is pro se and so does not have a lawyer at all. Worse, the overwhelming majority of individuals with actionable claims choose to “lump it,” and thus do not seek recourse at all, either because of the high cost of lawyers or a tendency not to see problems as legal in the first place.

The result is an increasingly angry divide. On one side are those who claim that only lawyers can ethically and competently perform legal work because that work involves multifaceted skill, command of a dispute’s wider context, and problem-solving creativity. On the other side are those who say lawyers long ago stopped serving the worst off in society and so a fundamental overhaul is in order.

Two of the most common proposed fixes form bookends: embrace “Civil Gideon” and thus make having a lawyer a taxpayer-financed right even in civil cases, or simplify procedures so the lawyerless can navigate the system on their own. But the severity of the COVID-19 crisis, and the deep budget cuts it will bring, means that a further, middle-ground idea, long on the menu, is likely to win out over the others: discard the legal profession’s monopoly over work it will not


47. See BENJAMIN H. BARTON & STEPHANOS BIAS, REBOOTING JUSTICE: MORE TECHNOLOGY, FEWER LAWYERS, AND THE FUTURE OF LAW 201–04 (2017); Jeanne Charn, Celebrating the “Null” Finding Evidence-Based Strategies for Improving Access to Legal Services, 122 YALE L.J. 2206 (2013). But see Colleen F. Shanahan & Anna E. Carpenter, Simplified Courts Can’t Solve Inequality, DAEDALUS, Winter 2019, at 128 (2019) (arguing that court simplification cannot deliver substantially more justice to low-income litigants because courts have been left to handle the consequences of welfare state retrenchment and rising inequality but are neither designed nor equipped to do so).
perform, deregulate the system, and welcome other, less expensive service providers into the mix.

The United Kingdom offers a glimpse of what this might look like. In 2007, the sweeping Legal Services Act deregulated legal services by minting new types of nonlawyer service providers and creating an independent agency to field disciplinary complaints. The Act also overrode longstanding rules—still a fixture in the United States—prohibiting lawyers from sharing fees with nonlawyers, thus opening the way to nonlawyer financing and ownership of law firms and new multidisciplinary service providers.

While deregulation has long been a goal of the Big Four accounting firms who covet BigLaw’s revenue streams, the potential is also great to improve legal services for moderate- and low-income individuals. Think, for instance, of a partnership between a lawyer, accountant, and social worker to provide wraparound services in family law matters, or new nonlawyer specialists, akin to specialized nurse practitioners, licensed to handle only landlord-tenant matters, personal bankruptcy filings, or restraining orders in criminal and family cases.

The most important return on the U.K. experiment has been to bolster research finding that task specialization and experience matter as much as or more than full legal training in many of the routine litigation areas most likely to see post-COVID-19 upticks: welfare benefits, consumer debt, employment, family law, and immigration. At the same time, concerns that nonlawyer ownership and marketization will subtly shift the professional ethos of the system away from client service and toward pursuit of profit—a Walmart-ization of legal services—have not materialized.

The U.K. experience has also spurred tentative reform steps on American shores. In August 2020, the Utah Supreme Court approved a two-year pilot

48. Model Rules of Pro. Conduct r. 1.5 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2019) (a version of which has been adopted by most states).
52. Chambliss, supra note 51, at 322.
permitting nonlawyer ownership of law firms and nonlawyer service providers. Other jurisdictions have flirted with reforms, whether in the form of grand-scale brainstormings by blue-ribbon commissions, as in California, or smaller-scale pilots of alternative service providers in housing, family, or other courts. Even the American Bar Association (ABA), long a stalwart defender of the lawyer monopoly, passed a hotly debated resolution in February, before the extent of the COVID-19 pandemic or its consequences were clear, encouraging states to consider “regulatory innovations” to meet civil justice needs.

The other half of supersession—the machine variety—may in time prove the more important. Technological predictions can seem inflated in an age of handwaving references to so-called black box artificial intelligence (AI) systems. A growing shelf of books and articles does not help by engaging in loose talk about a futuristic legal system populated by robojudges and robolawyers. But the COVID-19 crisis has come on the heels of one of the most significant AI advances in a generation—a quantum leap in natural language processing, the branch of machine learning that performs text analytics and so holds the most promise in a


legal system built around words. Legal tech is coming on strong and, like any automation, will only gain steam in a faltering economy as everyone looks for ways to do more with less.

A prime example at the frontier is machine learning tools that can already perform one of the costliest litigation tasks better and cheaper than lawyers alone: flagging documents for relevance and privilege to decide which, among millions of possibilities, must be turned over to the other side. Other tools generate something even more valuable in litigation: information. Some of these latter tools help lawyers perform legal research, predict case outcomes, or even decide which arguments to put before this particular judge. Others, though fewer, are directed at the unrepresented: online legal advice via chatbot; apps such as TurboTax, LegalZoom, and Rocket Lawyer that help the lawyerless complete legal documents, from taxes to nondisclosure agreements (NDA) to divorces; and online dispute resolution (ODR) platforms that substitute for courts.

As we think about how legal tech will reshape our post-COVID-19 courts, the question that looms largest is whether legal tech will widen or narrow the gap between “haves” and “have nots.” Some see legal tech as a force-multiplier that will allow smaller firms to do battle with larger, corporate-facing ones. Legal tech can also, as with remote proceedings, improve access to justice by reducing the cost of


59. Engstrom & Gelbach, supra note 58 (cataloging flavors of legal tech).


representation. PeopleLaw, the steadily shrinking sector that serves individuals rather than corporations, might rebound.

The darker view is that legal tech will replicate or even exacerbate existing disparities. Early evidence suggests that some of the best legal tech tools will come from large law firms, with privileged access to client data and the resources to build internal technical capacity. While Silicon Valley entrepreneurs talk of disrupting the legal industry, legal tech may not spell doom for BigLaw. Quite the opposite: It may instead provide a new profit center.

Bleakest of all is the possibility that legal tech will enable the “haves” to more efficiently deploy law against the “have nots,” particularly in the high-volume processes that tend to ensnare the disadvantaged. Witness, for instance, use of robo-approaches in mortgage foreclosures and consumer credit disputes after the Great Recession. Legal tech may make it easier for employers, creditors, and landlords to prosecute cases against employees, debtors, and tenants—not the other way around. ClickNotices, a “delinquency management solution” for landlords, is only one example. Predictive analytics applied to datasets of past cases could also allow creditors and mortgagees to determine which debtors will

---


quickly roll over or fail to show up to court and suffer a default judgment. Those predictions can have a racial cast. The combination of U.K.-style deregulation and technological advances could yield the worst of all worlds: predation at scale.  

Momentum, in short, was already gathering to reshape the legal landscape in ways that are both promising and perilous from an access to justice perspective. The COVID-19 crisis did not initiate these shifts. But the coronavirus pandemic plainly arrived at a key inflection point in the life of American law. The question now is how to move the legal system down the right path.

**VI. A (CHIEF JUSTICE) MARSHALL PLAN**

Lawyers have a name for the inability of those who suffer legal wrongs to get justice: the rights-remedy gap. The idea has a powerful heritage. In *Marbury v. Madison*, Chief Justice John Marshall, faced with a political dispute between outgoing President John Adams and incoming President Thomas Jefferson about whether a judicial appointee should get his job, pulled off a strategic masterstroke, punting on the appointment but establishing several great principles of American law. One was judicial review—the notion, not obvious then, that courts can sit in judgment of the other branches and declare their actions illegal. Another was an enduring metric, however aspirational, for judging the work of the courts themselves. “It is a settled and invariable principle,” intoned Marshall, “that every right, when withheld, must have a remedy, and every injury its proper redress.”

Marshall, of course, was not quite right. A legal system in which every legal violation, however small, is exhaustively litigated and remedied would squander society’s scarce resources. But Marshall’s framing is useful as we think about the post-COVID-19 courts because it offers a shorthand way to capture the grave possibility that the coming case surge, combined with the deregulation and marketization of legal services and continued advances in legal tech, will widen rather than narrow an already unacceptable gap between rights and remedies. If so, then what may be needed is a new Marshall Plan, not of the post–WWII variety, but for our courts, to close the gap Chief Justice Marshall identified.

Such a plan will be an all-hands-on-deck moment. Judges and rulemakers must move decisively to build out the best ideas that the COVID-19 crisis is
catalyzing, from remote hearings to diversion programs and beyond. They will also have to adapt rules to assimilate new professionals and new technologies into the system. Doing so, as already noted, will not be easy because the tradeoffs among values—efficiency, adversarial testing, and access—are hard and will vary across types of proceedings and technologies.71 As the COVID-19 crisis lifts and legal tech continues to proliferate, judges and rulemakers will face increasingly urgent questions about how to blunt the effects of unequal access to new technology in a fast-digitizing system.

Bar associations must drop their reflexive opposition to any change to the status quo. To this point, the ABA has mostly engaged in positiontaking without building any research capacity to make their case.72 Many state bar associations have done worse, opposing any change that does not retain lawyers as the beating heart of the system. A vivid example is the successful war waged against Avvo, an online lawyer-client matching service that merely sought to connect human lawyers to clients.73 If the organized bar is to meaningfully participate in the reform efforts to come, it must recognize that nonlawyers of both the human and machine sort can improve the system and then engage in an evidence-based debate about when lawyers are needed and when they are not.74

Law schools must also get to work. They must better train their graduates—including, in time, the new nonlawyer professionals75—to use technology to serve the most disadvantaged among us. Law schools must also break free from their preoccupation with preparing lawyers to provide bespoke, highly customized advice to individual clients and instead aspire to graduate a new kind of hybrid professional.76 Project management, process improvement, design

72. Chambliss, supra note 51, at 321.
73. See Benjamin H. Barton & Deborah L. Rhode, Access to Justice and Routine Legal Services: New Technologies Meet Bar Regulators, 70 Hastings L.J. 955 (2019) (recounting bar regulator challenges to Avvo, particularly on grounds of improper fee-splitting because Avvo’s marketing fees were pegged to the amount ultimately charged for legal services obtained through Avvo’s attorney-client matching system).
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thinking, and data science will be at the core of lawyers’ professional identity going forward, and law schools must teach those skills.  

Finally, legislators must see the declining capacity of the legal system to serve ordinary Americans for what it is: a democracy problem, not just a legal or technocratic problem. This may mean overruling foot-dragging state supreme courts and rulemaking bodies, even at risk of encroaching on the “inherent” constitutional power of the courts to oversee their affairs.  

It also means funding technology upgrades despite belt-tightening in the face of budget constraints.  Even the transition to virtual hearings will not work without quality technology.  

Perhaps the most impactful thing legislators can do is widen access to the court data that are legal tech’s lifeblood. The federal courts, where e-filing is mandatory, sit atop a growing mountain of data but have refused to make it available except on a fee-per-document basis.  

Considered individually, the charges are not much—but, when combined, they put the large datasets needed to power the new legal tech toolkit beyond the reach of all but the most well-heeled entities. As e-filing becomes the norm, state judicial administrators may similarly succumb to the temptation to put documents behind paywalls to shore up budgetary shortfalls. Access to data, in short, is fast becoming an access to justice issue—and a crucial way to counter the privileged position of litigation’s “haves.”

---


Advocating for these changes requires respect for the suffering the COVID-19 crisis has caused. Calls to reimagine institutions can seem facile and flippant in the smoldering ruins of a crisis. Winston Churchill’s “never let a good crisis go to waste” comes to mind. But delaying action out of respect would be foolhardy. We will lose the propulsion of a crisis with real human costs and real potential for improvement. Worse, failure to address access to justice issues in the coming months and years, when Americans are hurting most, risks further flight from the legal system and further erosion of the notion that courts are neutral, evenhanded dispensers of justice to all those with problems, big or small. The legitimacy of the system—and its ability to cajole and persuade those around it to obey its mandates—depend on it. No one, not even lawyers with a good-faith commitment to the view that only they can adequately protect rights and rule of law, should want that to happen.